Thesis uploading to eLABa instructions
To upload your thesis to eLABa you have to go to this website: https://www.elaba.lt/elaba-portal/en/naujienos

Click Repository and Submit

Choose university
and click Next

LUHS community
members log in with LUHS
information systems’
username and password.

To upload the thesis the first
time click New document

Here you will have to enter general data about the thesis that‘s going to be uploaded, and to add science field:

Choose ETD

Choose the type of the
document you’re uploading

Change language of
your thesis

Choose science field

Choose studies field

Click on the little triangle
near the science field title

Mark the science field
you need

Click on the little triangle
on Biomedical Science
then on Medicine and
Health

Mark the study field
you need

After that, click Continue on the bottom of the page.

Here you will have to enter the title, summary, keywords:

Click Add.

Write the same text in an alternative
language. I.e. if the thesis was written
in Lithuanian language, alternative
language could be English language
and vice versa.

Choose language

Write the title of the thesis
(Note. Do not write in caps lock!)

Write the summary of the thesis
(it will be enought few sentences about
your thesis)
Write keywords. (Note. There should
be at least 3 keywords, separated by
semicolons)

When you’re done, click Continue on the bottom of the page.

Write the number of the pages, e.g. 45 p.

Write the date of the thesis defence

Choose your faculty

Add the thesis supervisor, reviewer
and thesis defense board member

Write the responsible person’s name, surname
and perform a search.

Choose the responsible person. Take
attention to university if trehe are
more then one person

Choose description of
responsible person and click
on Confirm

When you’re done, click Continue on the bottom of the page.

Upload thesis in a PDF format

Set the access type for the thesis.
Thesis can have no public access only
when its’ publication can result in
disclosing commercial secrets or the
university’s interests can be breached
in any other way. Max period is 5
years.

When you’re done, click Continue on the bottom of the page.

Choose Send supervisor to confirm

Click Save

Your thesis supervisor will review your data. If everything is OK, your thesis will be send to defending.
You can check your thesis status:
Draft – you didn’t finish your upload;
Supervisor confirming – supervisor didn’t check your thesis yet;
Author correcting – you need to correct thesis, or add responsible persons;
Defending – supervisor have transferred your thesis to defending;
Confirmed – you thesis is in repository, this will happen after defending thesis.

If you need to correct the errors found by your supervisor or librarian, you will have to log in into the system the
same way you did when you wanted to upload a new thesis. In the list of the uploaded documents’ find the
necessary document and click on the pencil symbol. After you’re done editing your data, provide it to the supervisor
again.

If you want to edit the uploaded
thesis’ data, you have to click on
the pencil symbol

When the data will be accepted and approved, your supervisor will transfer the data to the defence committee.

If you have any questions or technical problems uploading your thesis, please call tel. +37037396043 or write an
email: laura.petrauskiene@lsmuni.lt,

